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The concept of a neighborhood-preserving map on a uniform array of 
machines is defined and studied. The theory is then used to answer a number  
of open questions concerned with array dimensional ity and with the notion 
of a structural  isomorphism. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The tessellation structure is a mathematical system intended as a formal 
framework in which to model the structure and behavior of uniformly 
interconnected i entical finite-state machines processing information as the 
result of local functions acting simultaneously throughout the array on the 
states of directly interconnected machines. Motivation for studying such 
arrays has been discussed elsewhere, .g. Burks (1970) and Yamada-Amoroso 
(1969). 
The theory of tessellation structures (also called "tessellation automata," 
"cellular automata," or "iterative arrays") is currently developing into a 
major branch of the theory of automata. 
The problems that we are concerned with here can be described informally 
as follows. It is known that the individual machines in a uniformly inter- 
connected array can be repositioned in space, without disconnecting any 
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of the interconnecting wires, so that in the repositioned array the inter- 
connection wires still form a uniform pattern throughout the array. What 
are all these repositionings and how can they be described ? Can the machines 
be repositioned in this manner so as to lower the array dimensionality ? 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Let d be any integer greater than zero, and let Z a be the set of all d-tuples 
of integers. Z a, called the (tessellation) array of dimension d, can be visualized 
as the set of names of the spatial locations of the individual machines in 
the array. 
Let X = (xl ,..., xn) be an n-tuple of distinct d-tuples of integers. X is 
called a (neighborhood) stencil 1 for Z a, and is used to define the uniform 
interconnection pattern among the machines in the array as follows. I f  
2~ Z a is a location in the array then 2-[-Xl ..... 2- [ -xn (where + means 
vector addition) are called the neighbors of location 2. We can visualize 
a direct path from location 2' to location 2 ("wired" in the array) if and 
only if 2' is a neighbor of 2. Exactly how the model formalizes information 
flow and processing in such arrays will not be needed until we get to Sec. VI, 
at which time these concepts will be reviewed. 
Locations 21 and 23 are called immediate neighborhood related with respect 
to X = (xl ,..., x~) if 21 ~ 22 + 2/or  21 ~ 2~ - -  2i , for some component 2i 
of X. Locations 21 and 2~ are called neighborhood related if 21 = 23 or if 
there exist locations zil  , zq  ,..., z~,~ (m >/ 1) such that 21 ~- 2 i l ,  23 = z-~ , 
and for all j ,  1 <~ j < m, zi~ is immediate neighborhood related to zi~+l. 
The partition {A0, A 1 ,...} defined by this equivalence relation on Z a is 
called a lamination of the array. An array is called nonlaminated if this relation 
defines only one equivalence class. In Yamada-Amoroso (1969) it was shown 
that a laminated structure is essentially a number (equal to the number 
of classes in the lamination) of independent arrays acting in parallel. Hence, 
one is usually concerned only with nonlaminated structures. 
It will be convenient to consider Z a an algebraic module with operator 
ring Z. The subset of Z a consisting of all sums of multiples of the components 
of a stencil X will be called the submodule generated by X. I f  this submodule 
equals Z a, then the array is nonlaminated. 
1 The terms "neighborhood index" and "neighborhood structure" are also used. 
"Stencil" seems more suggestive of the concept involved. 
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I I I .  NEIGHBORHOOD-PRESERVING MAPS 
Let X1 = {(xll .... , xla),  (x21 .... , X~a) ..... (x,1 ,..., X,a)} be the set of 
components of a stencil for Z a~. An injective map 
f.. Za~ __,. Zd. 
will be called neighborhood-preserving (anNP-map) if for any (z t ..... Za) ~ Z al 
and anyr ,  1 ~<r ~<n, 
f (z~ + Xr l  . . . .  , ze~ + x~a~) = f ( z  1 ,..., zal) + f(x~l ..... x~) .  ~ 
I f  we define the images of the elements of X 1 under some injective 
f :  Z d~ --~ Za~ to be the components of a stencil X~ for Za~, then if f is an 
NP-map,  any neighbor (with respect o 221) of any g ~ Z a~ will be mapped 
by f to a neighbor (with respect o X2) o f f (d) .  
The NP-map is of course the formalization of the notion of the reposi- 
tioning of the individual machines in the array preserving the uniformity 
of the neighborhood interconnection pattern. 
The following useful lemma is not difficult to verify. 
LEMMA 1. Let X 1 be a stencil for Za~, and let f :  Zdl -+ Ze2 be an NP-map. 
Then for any component 2 i of X1 ,  any 5 ~ Z al, and any integer t, f (~ - / t  • 2i) -~ 
f (~)  + t . f(~,). 
IV. NEIGHBORHOOD-PRESERVING MAPS BETWEEN ARRAYS 
OF DIFFERENT DIMENSION 
Our concern in this section will be to establish precisely when NP-maps 
can exist mapping arrays to arrays of lower dimension. 
We might note first that if X 1 for Zal consists of only one component, 
that being the origin 0 ~, then any injective map f:  Z al ~ Z d~ for any d 2 (~>1) 
will be an NP-map.  Also, since we do not demand that f be surjective, 
it is easy to see that if an NP-map f:  Z ~ --~ Za~ exists, where d 1 > d2, 
then an NP-map f ' :  Za l -~ Z ~-1 must also exist. 3 Equivalently if no 
The reader should note that the definition of an NP-map is closely related to but 
not identical with that of a linear map. The distinction is discussed in Section V. 
3f,  can be defined from f as follows: If f(z l , . . . ,zd 1) ~ (ul ..... ua), then 
f ' (zl  .... , zd 1) = (ul ,..., ua 2 , 0,..., 0) where there are d 1 -- d~ -- 1 zeros at thg end. 
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NP-map can exist taking Za~ with stencil X 1 to Z da-1, then for any d2 < d 1 , 
none can exist taking Za~ to Z a2. 
We shall say that a stencil X for Z a has dimension k if the components 
of X generate a subspace of R e (real d-dimensional space) of dimension k. 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Given an array Z a and a stencil X of dimension h, there 
exists an NP-map f:  Z a ~ Z a-1 i f  and only i f  k is less than d - -  1. 
Before giving the general proof, we illustrate some cases that should 
make the general proof easier to follow. 
Let X be a stencil for Z 2 with at least one component (a, b) not equal 
to (0, 0). Suppose f: Z 2 --~ Z is an NP-map. f(0, 0) and f (a ,  b) are distinct 
points in Z and, from Lemma 1 (Section II), as the integer t varies, the 
points (ta, tb) map to the equally spaced points f(O, O) + t " f (a ,  b). Now 
let (c, d) be a point in Z 2 not on the line L determined by (0, 0) and (a, b). 
Consider the lines Lj parallel to L through the points (jc, jd),  j an integer 
not zero. Each of the points on Lj of the form ( jc -b ta, jd  4:- tb) must map 
by f to the equally spaced points f ( j c ,  jd)  + t . f (a ,  b). For each j, one of 
these points must fall in the interval between f(0, 0) and f (a ,  b). Since 
there are infinitely many j and only finitely many integers between f(0, 0) 
and f (a ,  b), the existence of such an NP-map f for the case at hand is 
impossible. 
Let X for Z ~ consist of just one component (a, b, c):/ :  (0, 0, 0). We 
construct an NP-map f: Z 3 -+ Z ~ as follows. Let E~ = (0, 0, 0), (x 1 , Yl, zl), 
(x~, y~, z2),.., and E~ = (0, 0), (ui,  vl), (u2, v~) .... be enumerations of the 
points in Z 8 and Z 2 respectively. Let (al ,  bl,  q) be a point from Z ~ on 
the line determined by (0, 0, 0) and (a, b, c) such that all points on this 
line from Z 3 are multiples of (al ,  bl,  q).4 Define f(0, 0, 0 )= (0, 0), 
f (a l  , bl , cl) ~- (ul , vl), and f ( ta l  , tbl , tq)  = t(ul , vl). Cross off from E 3 
all multiples of (a 1 , b I , q) and from E 2 all points in Z 2 on the line L deter- 
mined by (0, 0) and (u 1 , vl). This concludes phase one of the construction 
of f. Assume now that some arbitrary n phases have been completed. The 
n + 1-st phase in the construction o f f  is defined as follows. Let (xi, Yi, zi) 
be the first entry in the enumeration Ea not crossed off, and let (uj-, vs) 
be the first entry in enumeration E 2 not crossed off. Define f (x  i , Y i ,  zi) = 
(us, vj) and f (x  i + taa , Yi + tbl , zi + tCl) = (uj ,  vj) + t(Ul, Vl). Cross off 
4 al = a/T, bl = b/T, c I = c/T, where T is the greatest common divisor of a, 
b, and c. 
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from Ea all points of the form (xl + tal,  Yi + tba, zi +tc l )  and from E2 
all points from Z z on the line through (us, vj) parallel to L. 
Note that by the construction process, if (xi, y i ,  zi) had not been crossed 
off of E3, neither would the points of the form (x~ + ta 1 , Yi + tbl , zi + tq) 
have been crossed off. Also, if (u~-, v~) had not been crossed off Ez neither 
would any point in Z 2 on the line through (uj, vj) parallel to L have been 
crossed off. 
This process defines an NP-map f. The neighborhood stencil for Z ~ 
is of course the one-component s encil f (a,  b, c). Note also that if X had 
consisted of more than one component, but still of dimension one (namely 
all components of X would lie on the same line in Z3), the mapping f
constructed above would still be NP. 
The construction of an NP-map for the general case parallels the last 
example. Let stencil X for Z d have dimension k, k < d -  1. Let Ea = 
0 a, xl ,  x~ ,... and E~_ 1 = 0 ~-1,/Pl,/P2 ,..- be enumerations of Z a and Z a-1. 
Let a l ,  as ..... ~,, be a basis of the submodule of Z ~ generated by the com- 
ponents of X. Define f(O a) = 0 ~-1 and f ( t  ' d  0 --  t21 -- tyal. Cross off 
the multiples of dl from Ea and cross off from Ea-1 all points in Z a-1 on 
the line determined by 0 a-1 and yal.  Define f(ge) = y~,  Y~2 to be the first 
entry on Ea-1 not crossed off. Define f(ta-2) = t~a.  Continue in the same 
way defining f(td¢) = t)v~, i = 3, 4,...,p. Then for all possible p-tuples 
of integers t1 , t 2 ,..., t~, define 
f ( t~  + t2d 2 + ". + t~d~) : t~2~ + t.,_ya~ + .,. + t~ya . 
Cross off of E a all points for which f is so far defined, and from Ea-1 all 
points on the hyperplane determined by the lines of points already crossed 
off of Ea-1 • This will include all images under f of the points in Z a for which 
f has been defined. Note that the elements already crossed off of Ea and 
Ea_ 1 form proper submodules of Z a and Z a-1. Let ~- and 3~r be the first 
points on Ea and Ea-1 respectively not crossed off. Define 
.f(~z~ + t~ + ... + t~d~) = y~ + qy~ + ... + t~y%). 
This process continues inductively mapping the denumerably infinite 
number of cosets of Z a to cosets in Z a-~. 
Suppose now that the dimension of X is not less than d -  1 (for Za). 
We show that no NP-map can exist mapping Z a into Z a-1. 
Let X '  = {gl ..... aa-1} be d --  1 components of X with dimension d -- 1. 
Suppose an NP-map f does exist and f(O a) =- Yo and f (d  0 = :Pl, then all 
points in X collinear with 0 a and al must map by f to the line L determined 
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by Y0 and Yl. Also, f ( td l )~  t~l for any integer t. Suppose some other 
component of X' ,  say ai also maps onto L. But then some multiple of al 
and some multiple of ai would be mapped by f  to the same point contradicting 
the required injectivity of f .  Hence, f(g2) = ~ where ~z is not on L. In 
general then, no point g~- in X '  can map to the maximal submodule Y C Z a-~ 
of dimension d --  2 containing the images of all the other n -- 2 elements 
of X' ,  since if f(ff~) is in Y, then each distinct coset r " f (~)  4- Y', where 
Y' is the submodule generated by the images of the n --  2 elements of X' ,  
for each r, would be in Y. This is impossible since each coset would have 
a distinct element in the parallelotope determined by the elements in 
X '  --  {gj} and 0 ~-1. There are, however, only finitely many such points. This 
establishes that the images of the points r~ 4 - ' "4 -  ra_~Ka_ ~ form a 
submodule W of Z a4  of dimension d --  1 (perhaps a proper submodule). 
There must exist a point ~ a Z a not mapped to W. The cosets t~ 4- W 
lead to a similar contradiction as above and the theorem is proven. 
V. THE ~XTENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD-PRESERVING MAPS 
Let zl ,..., za be a basis for Z a, and let f:  Z a -+ Z a be a map defined from 
this basis by: f (~)  = 3v where • -~ (y l  .... , Ya) and ~ = y1~1 4- "" 4- YaZa. 
That this map is an NP-map follows immediately from the verification 
that it is linear. In fact, all that is required is for any x l ,  xe ~ Z a, f (x l  4- x~) = 
f(~l) 4- f(x2). 
The question arises: Are all NP-maps linear ? 
Consider the following example. Let f: Z2-+ Z ~ be a linear map, and 
let X ~ {xl} be a one-component s encil for Z 2. Let z 1 , z 2 e Z 2 be points 
such that as t varies over Z, the points f ( z l  4- txl) and f(~2 -~- t~l) lie along 
different (parallel) lines. We now define f '  by altering f. Let f ' ( z l  4- txl) ~- 
f(z2 4- t~) and f ' (~  4- t~l) -----f(zl 4- txl) for all t. Note that we have 
interchanged two lines of points, each line in the direction of x l .  f '  is clearly 
still an NP-map,  but the change from f has ruined its linearity. This example 
generalizes easily to: 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  X generates a proper submodule of Z a, then NP-maps 
exist from Z d to Z a that are not linear. 
Suppose now that X = {xl .... , ~,) generates Z a, and f:  Z a --~ Z a is NP.  
For any ~ -~ (al~ 1 + ... + a~)  ~ Z a, by repeated application of Lemma 1 
Section II, we have 
f (a lX  1 + "'" + akXe) = a l f (~)  + .'. + akf(x~). 
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For arbitrary b, c a Z and z 1 , z2 a Z a, we have 
f(b2~ 4- c2~) = f(b(b~21 4- "" -5 b~2~) + c(q2~ + "" 4- ckgk)) 
f(bb~2~ 4- "" + cc~2k) ~ bbff(X~) + "'  4- cckf(2k) 
=- b(bff(2~) 4- "'" + bJ(2k)) 4- c(qf(2~) 4- ' 4- c~f(~)) 
= bf(~) + cf(~,), 
hence, we have 
THEOREM 2. 
is linear. 
I f  stencil X for Za generates Z ~, then any NP  map f: Z a -+ Z a 
Finally, it is easy to verify: 
THEOREM 3. I f  stencil X for Z d generates Z~, then f is an NP-map if 
and only if there exists a basis 21 .... , ~ for Z ~ such that f (£)  -~ y implies 
-- ylS~ + "" 4- ye2a where ~ =- ( yl ,..., Ya). 
¥ I .  STRUCTURAL ISOMORPHISM 
A review of the concept of a structural isomorphism, introduced and 
studied in Yamada-Amoroso [69] and [71], requires the complete definition 
of the tessellation structure. 
Let A be a finite nonempty set of symbols representing the set of states 
that can be assumed by each machine on the array of machines being modeled. 
Any mapping c: Z ~ -~ A will be called an (array) configuration. I f the stencil 
consists of n components, then any mapping a: A m -~ A will be called a 
local map for the structure. With respect o a given A and Z a, each stencil 
(with n components) and each local map a: A n ~ A will define a global 
map on the set C of all possible array configurations in the following manner. 
I f  X ----- (xl ..... 2~), define Nx: Z a --+ (Za) ~ by: 
x~(e) -= (e + ~1 ,..., e + ~)-  
Again, "+"  is the componentwise sum of vectors. Each component of 
Nx(2) is a neighbor of location ~ relative to stencil X. 
Let C(Nx(2)) = (c(z ~ + ~1),..., c(2 + £n)), where c ~ C. Finally, 
rx,~: C -+ C 
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is called a parallel map (determined by X and a) when for any c ~ C, 
~.x,,(c) = c' if and only if for any 5 ~ Z a, c'(~) ~ a(c(Nx(~))). 
Note that c' is obtained by the simultaneous application of a to the states 
of each neighborhood of each machine in configuration c.
Consider now the nonlaminated structures M 1 and Mz with state alphabets 
A 1 , A~, arrays Z a~, Z a~, stencils X 1 , X~ of the same length n, and local map 
sets J1 and J~. A quadruple of mappings/z~ = (]xo,,/x,, 1,~,/xo) is called a 
structural homomorphism from M 1 to M 2 if/~,: ~/1 -+ Az ,  t~: Z ~ --+ Za~ is 
injective, /x~: X 1 -~ X2 is a bijection, where Xi is the set of components 
of Xi ,  t~o: ]1 ---~ J~, such that for all k, 1 .<. h <~ n, and for any g e Z a~, 
where the subscript k denotes the k-th component of the n-tuple, and/zx(X1) 
is ix, applied to each component. Finally, for any (ai~ .... , ai,) ~ A1 n, and any 
aj E f l ,  I~a(aj(al 1 ..... ai.)) = (tL.(aj))(l~a(ail) ..... IXa(ai.)). I f  /x s is a structural 
homomorphism of M 1 to M 2 , if each component of/~8 is bijective, and if 
/~1 = (/Xa ,/~-1,/xga,/~-1) is a structural homomorphism from M s into M1, 
then M 1 and M s are called structurally homorphic, and b% is called a structural 
isomorphism. 
The concept of an NP-map is at the heart of the definition of a structural 
isomorphism in the following sense. I f  tz~ is a structural isomorphism from 
M1 = (A1, Zal, X1, L)  to M z = (As ,  Z a2' X2 ,  J2) then an NP-map exists 
from Zdx with stencil X 1 to Z% The images of the components of X 1 under 
this map are the components of X2 • The map is of course/z~. Conversely, 
if an NP-map f: Z ~ --~ Z a2 exists with X 1 the stencil for Z al and X~ its 
image, then two structurally isomorphic structures M 1 = (A1,  Z al, X 1 , J1) 
and M s = (A2, Za~, X~,  Js) can be defined. 
From these observations and our earlier results, we have the following 
applications: 
(1) There cannot exist structural isomorphisms between tessellation 
structures of different dimension if either is to be nonlaminated. 
(2) With respect to nonlaminated tessellation structures of the same 
dimension, that/~s ~--- (/~,/x~,/xx,/xo) is a structural isomorphism, implies 
/~ is linear and can be obtained by a "coordinate transformation" (in the 
sense of Yamada-Amoroso [1971]). 
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